Country of Origin: Japan

Profile
- Manufacturer of quality ball bearings since 1946
- Annual output approx 4mm pieces
- Has manufactured bearings for NTN
- Has supplied bearings to Nachi & FAG.
- Manufacturers to strict JIS & ISO standards
- Seeking ISO 14001 in 2004

Principal Series
- Narrow Series Ball Bearings - 61800 & 61900 series
- Inch Series Radial Ball Bearings – R series
- Double Row Ball Bearings

OEM Sales - SMT has been supplied to the following OEMs
- GM
- Ford
- Davenport
- Alcoa
- Fiat
- Scania
- Hilti
- Heidelberger

The above information is provided as a service and has been gathered from promotional material published by the manufacturer or from communications with the manufacturer. Although care has been taken to assure the accuracy, Bearings Limited does not assume liability for errors or omissions.